


    TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM – COLLABORATIVE DECISION MAKING

With its flawless attention to detail, TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM is designed to provide perfect harmony 
throughout the airport. In full compliance with Eurocontrol’s A-CDM concept, TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM 
provides a reliable and dependable platform on which information can be shared between all stakeholders, 
such as, Aviation Authorities, Airline Operators, Airport Operators, Ground Handling Service Companies, ATC 
and the CFMU. Beyond complying with Eurocontrol’s current CDM concept, TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM provides 
greater flexibility in order to accommodate all future extensions to this concept. 

With its advanced KPI monitoring and process management functionalities, TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM is more 
than a sharing platform; it assists in keeping processes under control. TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM directly helps 
in reducing delays and taxi times, improving punctuality and even the optimization of resource utilization.

    WE PROVIDE PERFECT HARMONY



    TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Real-time operational monitoring

Advanced warning and alert management

Real-time aerial view displays

Performance management dashboards

360-degree flight information views

Inconsistency management

DPI & FUM message management

Graphical Ground movement surveillance on map

Aircraft movement track on airport and on flight depending radar data

Automatic on/off block, touch down, take off detection depending on radar data

Rich KPIs for all stakeholders

Authentication and authorization management

User configurable interfaces

Seamless integration

Gathers & manages data from a range of sources

Data quality tracking and reporting
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    HOW TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM CAN HELP YOU?
Airport CDM modifies the current centralized planning process of each stakeholder into a collection of 
collaborative processes. To achieve this goal, the required information needs to be shared with all 
stakeholders through an IT solution that provides a global overview. 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM continuously gathers and sends data streams from and to various resources, then 
manages these data in order to produce a global overview of the airport. Conventional CDM platforms are the 
foundation of any collaboration. TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM processes every piece of an airport’s data, revealing 
and expanding new insights in support of the airport’s operations. 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM  has been specifically designed to provide a global overview that assists operators
in their daily operations. TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM takes into account commercial sensitivities, providing
advanced  Authority Management that manages the level of information detail so that sufficiently detailed
data is provided to the right partner at any given moment; whereas, other partners are provided with a more of 
a global overview of the data.

TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM incorporates 
360 Degree Flight Information, 
Advanced Warning and Alert 
Management, Real-Time Operations 
Monitoring and Performance 
Management Dashboards. Operators 
and planners can follow their latest 
KPI’s and airport performance levels 
on their Performance Management 
Dashboards. The Real-Time Operations 
Monitoring functionality supports planners and operators as they monitor their airport’s current status and 
manage its operations. The effectiveness of the 360 Degree Flight Information system’s functionality delivers 
all operational, tactical and planning information - from the flight plan to ground movements in full detail and 
comprehension. The Warning and Alert Management functionality assists operators during the Milestone 
Approach Process by clearly drawing any inconsistencies to their attention. Operators are notified by Warnings 
and Alert Messages sent through various channels (through the application itself, or via emails, SMS, etc.), 
while simultaneously being able to monitor inconsistencies via Warning Feeds. TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM 
delivers effective Ground Movement Surveillance, complete with operational detail, on an airport-wide or 
flight-wide basis.  

TAV TECHNOLOGIES CDM user interfaces have been designed to support a high-level user experience; they suit 
users’ habits, supported with configurable dashboards, provide visual display setting processes and deliver 
easy access to any item of information. Each stakeholder can configure their interface based on their own 
operational requirements. The system ensures information security through its advanced Authorization 
Management functionality, which prevents unauthorized access to information while permitting the right users 
to access the right information.



    HOW DOES TAV TECHNOLOGIES
HELP YOU IN THE RE-ENGINEERING PROCESS?

The A-CDM concept has two main pillars: processes that comply with the A-CDM concept and an IT solution able to 
meet any of the A-CDM concept’s needs. Both pillars should be weighted and treated equally, as even the best 
A-CDM tool IT solution will be ineffective without collaborative support from the airport’s operational processes 
and vice versa. Without a compliant A-CDM tool, the most well-defined processes will still not be enough to 
establish an A-CDM culture. 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES offers both IT solutions consultancy and process re-engineering. While providing IT solutions, 
also delivers all the necessary consultancy services required to reform and change operational processes. 

TAV TECHNOLOGIES reviews and examines each current process before preparing a GAP Analysis report and a 
suggested project plan. This Gap Analysis report clearly indicates each operational process weakness, each 
weakness in the current IT solution, each IT system required for A-CDM and an overall integration matrix. 
Sub-process groups are also formed and supported so that all collaborators can work together to reform their 
processes to achieve an A-CDM system. After each sub-process group has held a workshop, the continuous 
development Operational Procedures and Change Management Procedures can then be established.




